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ABSTRACT 
An analysis of the flow a c r o s s  a sealing dam of the type that appears  in gas  turbine 
seals  was developed for  steady, laminar, subsonic, isothermal compressible flow. The 
analysis i s  valid for both parallel sealing dam surfaces and surfaces  separated by a 
small  tilt angle. 
velocity distributions, Mach number, force, center of pressure,  axial film stiffness, 
rotational flow and pressure flow Reynolds numbers, power loss ,  and approximate 
temperature r i se  resulting from viscous shearing. The output is in both English units 
and the Inlernational System of Units. 
The computer program determines mass  flow rate ,  pressure and 
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SUMMARY 
An analysis of the flow across  a sealing dam of the type that appears in gas turbine 
seals was developed for  steady, laminar, subsonic, isothermal compressible flow. 
Both parallel sealing dam surfaces and surfaces separated by a small  tilt angle (e. g. , 
due to thermal distortion) are treated. The analysis is valid for  plane pressure flow. 
When the sealing dam mean radius is much greater  than the sealing dam radial width 
which, in turn, is much greater  than the mean film thickness, the analysis is valid for  
hydrostatic radial flow. The analysis is also valid for  relative rotation of the sealing 
dam surfaces if the circumferential shear flow has little effect on the radial pressure 
flow. 
A computer program to car ry  out this analysis is also presented. Input variables 
include the dimensions of the seal, pressure boundary conditions, and molecular weight 
and physical properties of the gas. The output includes mass  flow rate, pressure and 
velocity distributions, Mach number, force, axial film stiffness, center of pressure,  
rotational and pressure flow Reynolds numbers, Knudsen number, torque, power loss, 
and approximate temperature rise resulting from the viscous shearing for  specified film 
thicknesses. The output units are in both the English and International Systems. Some 
of the resul ts  can be automatically plotted. 
INTRODUCTION 
Some powerplants, such as advanced jet engines, exceed the operating l imits f o r  
which face contact seals were designed (refs. 1 and 2). As a result, noncontact face 
seals have become necessary. A noncontact face seal which is pressure (force) balanced 
is shown in figure 1. In this seal, the pressure drop occurs  across  a narrowly spaced 
sealing dam, and the force due to this pressure drop is balanced by a predetermined hy- 
P2 
p1> p2 Axia l  mot ion W Sor ina  t l / / / / /  
Figure  1. - Pressure-balanced face seal w i t h  no  axial f i l m  stiffness. 
drostatic closing force and a spring force. 
problem. 
across  the sealing dam, and this force is independent of film thickness; hence, there is 
no way of maintaining a preselected film thickness which will allow tolerable leakage and 
s t i l l  have noncontact operation. Since the force is independent of film thickness, the 
design also lacks axial film stiffness for  sufficient dynamic tracking of the stationary 
nosepiece with the rotating seal seat. The seal nosepiece must follow the seal seat s u r -  
face under many conditions without surface contact or excessive increase in film thick- 
ness, which would yield high leakage. Some of these conditions are axial runout, mis-  
alinement, thermal distortion, coning, and dishing. 
A promising method of maintaining a preselected film thickness and achieving axial 
film stiffness is to add a gas  bearing, such as a shrouded Rayleigh step pad bearing, to 
the noncontact pressure-balanced seal (refs. 1 and 2). 
Both the sealing dam force due to the pressure drop ac ross  the sealing dam and the gas  
bearing force are balanced by the hydrostatic and spring closing forces. 
has  a desirable characterist ic whereby the force increases  with decreasing film thick- 
ness. If the seal  is perturbed in such a way as to decrease the gap, the additional force 
generated by the gas  bearing will open the gap to the original equilibrium position. In a 
similar manner, if the gap becomes larger,  the gas  bearing force decreases, and the 
closing force will cause the seal gap to return to the equilibrium position. 
Since a proper balance of the opening and closing forces  must  be found in order  to 
determine a gap with a tolerable mass  leakage, physical quantities of interest  such as 
pressure distribution and mass  leakage must be  calculated for  several  gaps. The pres-  
su re  distribution and m a s s  leakage have been calculated for  the parallel f i l m  hydrostatic 
This configuration, however, has  an inherent 
For parallel  sealing dam surfaces,  there is a force  caused by the pressure drop 
This is illustrated in figure 2. 
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F i g u r e  2. - Pressure-balanced face seal w i t h  a gas bear ing  added for axial  f i l m  stiffness. 
case. Mathematical solutions for  the hydrostatic, isothermal, compressible, viscous 
flow sealing dam exist  in the l i terature (e. g. , see  Gross  (ref. 3)) .  Carothers (ref. 4) 
has conducted compressible flow experiments in thin f i lms of air which are in radial flow 
between parallel plates. The pressure distribution was found for  both subsonic and super- 
sonic axial entrance flows. Grinnell (ref. 5) has theoretically and experimentally investi- 
gated compressible flow in a thin passage and has shown excellent agreement between 
theory and experiment. 
ture. 
in reference 1. 
of a large number of parameters;  thus, an automatic calculation and printout of physical 
variables would facilitate design. 
This report  presents a compressible flow sealing dam analysis that considers both 
parallel sealing dam surfaces and surfaces with small  tilt angles. A computer program 
was developed to perform the calculations for  the sealing dam design. Input variables 
include seal dimensions, p ressure  boundary conditions, and molecular weight and physi- 
cal properties of the gas. Physical quantities such as m a s s  flow rate, pressure and 
velocity distributions, Mach number, force, power, torque, and center of pressure are 
found fo r  specified film thicknesses. 
An analysis for  small  tilts of the sealing dam surfaces does not exist in the l i tera- 
The tilts are caused by mechanical and thermal distortions of the seal, as stated 
To achieve a good design i t  is desirable to study the effect of the variation 
I 
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BASIC MODEL AND EQUATIONS 
The sealing dam model consists of two parallel, concentric, circular r ings in rela- 
tive rotation at a constant speed separated by a very narrow gap. A pressure differen- 
tial exists between the rings' inner and outer radii  (see fig. 3). 
The model formulation is based on the following physical conditions: 
(1) The fluid is homogeneous, compressible, viscous, and Newtonian. 
(2) The flow is steady and laminar (continuum flow regime), and the body forces  a r e  
(3) The bulk modulus is ignored (A = -2/3 p ) .  
negligible. 
This condition will be valid unless the gas  is under high pressure,  very dense (e. g. , 
shock wave structure),  o r  rarefied. 
This is Stokes idealization (ref. 3). 
(4) The fluid behaves as a perfect gas. 
(5) Since AR is much greater  than h, the entrance region effects a r e  neglected; 
hence, the convective inertia forces  a r e  neglected. 
operating entirely in the viscous region. 
(6) The fluid film is isothermal. 
conducted away through the walls. 
This means that the seal is treated as 
This means that all heat generated in the film is 
This is a standard assumption of lubrication theory. 
F i g u r e  3. -Mode l  of t h e  seal ing dam w i t h  a smal l  tilt ang le  (no t  to scale). 
Rotating upper r i n g  removed fo r  c lar i ty.  
4 
The validity of this assumption breaks down fo r  cases of large thermal gradients in the 
sealing dam and when the frictional heating is high (e. g. , small  gap or  high speed). 
However, thermal analysis of a seal (unpublished data by T. E. Russell  of Lewis) shows 
that the sealing dam can be closely approximated by a constant temperature. 
the Mach number must be less than l/fi. 
duct flow analyses as stated in most gas  dynamics textbooks (e .  g. , Shapiro (ref. 6)). 
This means that there cannot be a 
large axial-flow source on one surface impinging on the radial surface, as is present in 
a hydrostatic bearing. 
its effects are neglected in this analysis. 
shows this assumption is valid under the following conditions: 
In any case, 
This is the limit of the validity of isothermal 
(7) The entrance Mach number is close to zero. 
(8) The fluid velocity in the reservoir  is considered to be negligible (stagnant) and thus 
(9) The radial  p ressure  flow is uncoupled from the rotational shear  flow. Reference 7 
(a) The ratio of the reference rotational velocity to the reference radial flow 
(b) The mean radius E must be much greater  than h, and Reh(h/AR) must be 
velocity must be  less than 1 / d w )  (i. e. , Ei2/Uref < l/vReh(h/AR)). 
much less than 1. 
Using the above two conditions, reference 7 further shows 
(c) The treatment of the radial  flow as uncoupled from the rotational flow is a 
very good approximation for  most applications where the radial pressure differential 
is large and the speeds are moderate. 
(d) The circumferential and axial pressure variations are negligible. 
(3) If AR/R1 is much less than 1, a two-dimensional channel 
The rotational flow, however, is important for  power loss  calculations 
shear  and transition to turbulent flow. 
valid. 
or narrow slot is 
due to viscous 
The governing flow equations for  a compressible fluid with constant viscosity in vec- 
tor notation are (ref. 8) 
Conservation of mass: 
Conservation of momentum (Navier -Stokes equations) : 
I 
, 
Isothermal equation of state: 
5 
All symbols are defined in appendix A. 
flow (see fig. 3). 
to the following set which can be  solved: 
A rectilinear Cartesian coordinate system is used to describe the radial sealing dam 
Applying the conditions assumed in the model reduces the above system of equations 
Conservation of mass: 
a(Pu) = 0 
ax 
This form of the continuity equation is not used but is replaced by the integrated 
form,  which is shown to be the conservation of mass  flow in the radial direction. 
Conservation of momentum: 
2 
-- a - 0 z-direction (circumferential) 
a Y 2  
2 
_-  d P   y x-direction (radial) 
dx ay2 
Equation of state: 
Solving the circumferential direction momentum equation (eq. (2)) gives 
Applying the boundary conditions 
v = O - C  = O  at y = O  2 
yields 
6 
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v = -  
h 
Since the azimuthal and axial pressure variations a r e  neglected, P is a function of x only 
( P  = P(x)), and the radial momentum equation can be integrated twice with respect to y 
1 d P 2  t 
u=- -y  + c y + &  1 2
21-L dx 
Applying the boundary conditions 
U = O - C ' - O  at y = O  2 -  
u =  0 - c1 ' = - -- h(x) dP at y = h(x) 
2P dx 
yields 
Now, the mass  flow at any x per unit width is 
Substituting the perfect gas  law (eq. (4)) into equation (7) yields 
L 24pP1 dx 
The m a s s  flow does not change with x; hence, 
(This equation replaces the continuity equation (l).) The boundary conditions for  pressure 
are 
(10) I at x = o  1 P = P  or P = P  1' 2 2  = P2 2 -R1 P = Pa, or  P at x = R 
An alternate formulation of this problem would have been to start with the compres- 
sible Reynolds' lubrication equation (ref. 3) for this model. Reynolds' equation is of the 
form of equation (9) with boundary conditions (10). 
7 
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Para l le l  Fi lm Limit ing Case 
When the sea l  surfaces are parallel, h is constant, and equation (9) is readily solved 
by integrating twice and applying the boundary conditions (eq. (10)). The result  is 
P =  P l 1- e -  
Hence, 
.I"' - F-1 
dx 
The mass  leakage is found by substituting equation (12) into equation (8). This yields 
Equations (11) and (13) are reducible to the form found in reference 3. The total force 
per unit width is found from 
which results in 
8 
Where Pmin is the smaller pressure of the two pressure boundary conditions. 
center of pressure is 
The 
which resul ts  in 
Since equation (14) does not depend on film thickness, there is no axial film stiffness for  
parallel sealing surfaces. 
sealing faces  (fig. 2). 
This deficiency is overcome by adding a gas bearing to the 
Small -Tilt-Angle Case, a # 0 
Por  nonparallel sealing dam surfaces, the film thickness is no longer a constant; 
thus, equation (8) must be solved for  the variable-film-thickness case. For a sealing 
dam with a small  tilt (see fig. 4), the mean clearance is 
hl + h =  
2 m 
I 
R 1  R2 
F i g u r e  4. - Notation used for sealing dam w i t h  small  tilt ang le  ( n o t  to scale). 
9 
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For small  tilts, 
where 
equation (8) becomes 
-- d P 2 -  DM 
3 dx ( a x + B )  
Now the conservation of mass  must be satisfied, that is, dM/dx = 0 or 
d2P2 -3aDM 
4 dx2 ( a x +  B) 
Integrating equation (17) twice yields 
1 1  I t  
P =  2 -DM +c1x+c2  
n 
2a(ax + B)' 
When the following boundary conditions a r e  applied, 
10 
P = P  - c  = P  +- DM at x = o  1 2 1  
2aB2 
J P i  - P1 2 DMhm R2 - R 1 P = P2 - c1 = at x =  2C B2(hm+ ac)2 
equation (18) becomes 
DMhmx 
(20) 
(ax + B) 2 0  
or 
- (h, "1 + ac)2 (21) 
For small  tilts of the sealing dam surfaces, the mass  leakage is found from equa- 
tion (13), where h is now hchar; that is, 
where 
Using equation (22) for  the mass  leakage in equation (21), the pressure distribution for  
small  tilt angles becomes 
11 
(ax + B)2 - B2 
2 2 a ( a x + B )  ( h m +  ac) 
The total force per  unit width is found from 
The center of pressure is found from 
(P - Pmin)X dx 
_ _ _ _  
x =  C pz-R1 F 
In the computer program, the integrations in equations (24) and (25) are performed 
numerically. 
The axial film stiffness is defined as 
d F  
dhm 
STIFF = - 
It can be seen f rom equation (23) that a sealing dam with nonparallel surfaces has an 
axial fi lm stiffness. 
tive. 
dix B). 
It can also be seen that this film stiffness can be positive or  nega- 
In the computer program, the axial film stiffness is found numerically (see appen- 
Additional Parameters Calculated by Computer Program 




The local Mach number at any x is then 
where a is the speed of sound. 
characterist ic length 
The pressure flow Reynolds number is found by using the hydraulic radius 2h as the 




Molecular mean f r ee  path 
Mean film thickness 
Kn = - 
Under conditions of very small  f i lm thicknesses, the Knudsen number may be  greater  
than 0.01, and this continuum analysis would no longer be valid. (A slip flow regime 
analysis must be used. ) 
The total power is found by considering only the viscous shear  caused by rotation. 
Power = ED * (Shear force) = ___ 
J -2 2 h - PR 0 A 
where 
A very rough estimate of the film temperature r i se  due to the viscous shearing can be 
estimated by equating the heat generated by viscous shearing with heat transfer by convec- 
tion. Thus, 
is the mean rotational velocity. 
-2 2 pR $2 A 
hCpM 
Tfilm, av  - = 
13 
c 
This calculated film temperature rise will be higher than actual film temperatures. 
The predominant mode of heat transfer,  conduction by the walls, is neglected. 
Computer Program Formulation 
The previously derived equations, placed in the form used in the computer program, 
are shown in table I in the English system of units. A description of the program and flow 
charts  is presented in appendix B. The program listing is given in appendix C. A sam- 
ple problem with its input and output for  parallel sealing dam surfaces and relative sur -  
face tilts of A milliradians is given in appendix D. 
Lewis Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 




































2 2  sealing dam surface a rea ,  in. ; m 
speed of sound, ft/sec; m/sec 
- 
hm - (YC 
constant of integration 
specific heat at constant pressure,  B tu/(lb)( OR) ; J/(kg) (K) 
specific heat at constant volume, Btu/(lb)(OR); J/(kg)(K) 
sealing dam force, lb; N 
dimensionless force, F/(P2 - P1)(R2 - R1) 
body force vector 
2 2 gravitational constant, 32. 174 (lbm)(ft)/(lb)(sec ); 9.81 m/sec 
fi lm thickness, in. ; m 
DM 
Knudsen number 
sealing dam width, in. ; m 
Mach number 
mass  flow, lb/min; kg/sec 
molecular weight of gas, lbm/lb -mole; kg/kg -mole 
an integer 
static pressure,  psi; N/m 
smaller pressure of two pressure boundary conditions, psi; N/m 
net volume flow rate,  std cu ft/min; std cu m/sec 
radius, in.; m 
mean radius, (R1 + R2)/2, in.; m 





I - .  -- 
a gas constant,. universal gas constant/molecular weight, ft-lb/(lbm)(OR); 
universal gas  constant, 1545.4 ft-lb/(lb-mole)(OR); 8.3143 J/(kg-mole)(K) 
J/(kg)(K) 
a - 
Re Reynolds number 
r radial direction coordinate 
STIFF 




V fluid velocity vector 
V 
axial film stiffness = -dF/dhm, lb/in. ; N/m 
0 
pressure flow reference velocity, ft/sec; m/sec 
velocity in r -direction or  x-direction, ft/sec; m/sec 
moving sealing dam surface speed (circumferential direction), ft/sec; m/sec 
-c 
velocity in circumferential direction or  z-direction, ft/sec; m/sec 
center of pressure in radial or x-direction, in, ; m 
dimensionless center of pressure,  Xc/(R2 - R1) 










shear flow coordinate in Cartesian system 
relative inclination angle of sealing dam surfaces, rad 
specific heat ratio, C /Cv 





52 angular rotation velocity, rad/sec 
second viscosity coefficient o r  coefficient of bulk viscosity 
absolute o r  dynamic viscosity, (lb -sec)/ft2; N-sec/m 2 
density, (lb)(sec2)/ft4; kg/m 3 
a 2  a ;  a i ;  V Del operator, - + -  + -  
ax ay az 
Sub scripts: 
av  average 
char characteristic 






r based on radius 
0 reference 
1 inner radius or inlet 





The program called SEAL performs an analysis of the flow across  a gas  film sealing 
dam with mean film thickness hm and tilt angle a. SEAL and its subprograms are 
written in  FORTRAN IV. (The computer at the Lewis Research Center is an IBM 
7094II/7044 or  7040 Direct Couple computer under IBSYS version 13 using ALTIO. ) 
Included in this appendix are lists of the input variables and program variables, 
along with their descriptions and English units; detailed descriptions of the subprograms; 
and a flow chart of the main program (fig. 5). 
national Units is optional. 
All input, calculations, and output are in English units. Printout of data in Inter- 
M a i n  Program 
The main program, SEAL, performs the primary flow analysis. Subroutines a r e  
used fo r  secondary operations such as numerical integrations, numerical differentiation, 
and plotting data. 
Input to SEAL is by punched cards  in the following order: 
(1) Title card - alphanumeric identification of the data (format 12A6) 
(2) N J  card - number of mean film thicknesses to be analyzed in one running of the 
(3) hm cards - mean film thicknesses, six per card (format F12.6) 
(4) Data cards  - seal  dimensions, pressure boundary conditions, physical properties 
program (format 13) 
of the gas, and logical variables (read by NAMELIST/INPT/) 
Data a r e  read by NAMELIST to minimize the number of cards  required to run a second 
case with the same title and hm cards. Input variables a r e  initially se t  to zero. Con- 
sequently, variables which a r e  not changed during the reading of the data cards will be 
calculated by the program. (See the list of input variables for  their significance and for  
any restrictions on them. ) 
Output data a r e  printed in English units in groups, in the following order: 
(1) Program identification - compressible sealing dam with smal l  tilt angle 
(2) Data identification - as it appears on the title card 
19 
i 
Do statements 200 to 400 fo r  J = 1, NJ 
Set input  
(Read da: cards) 
Calculate 
program constants 
Write input  parameters) 
to international 
u n i t s  un i ts  
Test input  parameters 
to determine operating 
conditions 
va luesfor  x and h 
Calculate M, Q, Re(P), Re(R), 
Mach number and K n  
. 
Calculate power. AT, el- hshear. and torque 
Calculate force and center 
of pressure. I f  afO, do 
integrations numerically. 
I f  a = 0, useanalyt ic 
formula for integral. 
For I = 1,". calculate 
x, h, P, PIPmin, average 
velocity, and Mach number 
I Calculate axial I 
f i lm stiffness 
(a) In i t ia l  steps. (b) Main calculation. 
Figure 5. - Flow char t  of main program (SEAL). 
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Write column headings for 
dimensionless F and XC 
Re(P), Re(R), and K n  
Nondimensionalize 
6- 610 = 
Write column headings 
for parameters asso- 
ciated wi th  power 
I 
T Y e s  I 
Write h,, Power, hshear, 
AT, and torque for J = 1, NJ 
( Write ~ E A N ( J I )  
Write column headings. 
Write x, PIPmin, P, 
average velocity, and Mach 
number for J = 1. NN 
invalid, set HMEAN(J) = 
-HMEAN(J) fo r  J = 1, NJ 
t 
( Plot h, against Power) 
Yes . Plot one set: x against  PIP,^^ 
+ 
( Plot al l  sets: x against p/pmin 1 I 0 75c =
1 
and write in same format as 
for English uni ts  
IC) Write routine. (d) Plot routine. 
Figure 5. - Concluded, 
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(3) Input data - as it appears on INPT cards  
(4) Calculated constants - rotational flow Reynolds number, reference density, 
density at inner radius of seal, speed of sound, gas constant, length of seal, 
and rotational velocity 
conditions, maximum Mach number, pressure flow Reynolds number, rotational 
flow Reynolds number, sealing dam force,  axial fi lm stiffness, center of pres-  
sure,  dimensionless sealing dam force, dimensionless center of pressure,  and 
Knudsen number (Printout of dimensionless sealing dam force and dimensionless 
center of pressure  may be suppressed by setting RSKIP to TRUE. ) 
temperature r ise ,  and torque (Printout of all parameters  associated with power 
dissipation may be suppressed by setting TSKIP to TRUE. ) 
(7) Parameters  that vary ac ross  the sealing dam (one group for  each hm) - distance 
ac ross  sealing dam, pressure,  pressure ratio, average velocity, and Mach 
number (Printout of all data in  group 7 may be suppressed by setting ASKIP to 
TRUE. ) 
(5) Parameters  that vary with hm - mass  flow rate, volume flow ra te  at standard 
(6) Parameters  associated with power dissipation - power, shear  heat, apparent 
Printout of data in English units is followed by plots of several  parameters (see 
appendix D). Plots appear in standard form with minimum x and minimum y in the 
lower left corner of the plot. Legends at the bottom of the plots give conversion factors  
f o r  International Units. The plots appear in the following order: 
Center of pressure as a function of hm 
Dimensionless sealing dam force as a function of hm (Plots 1 and 2 a r e  sup- 
pressed for  Q = 0 since center of pressure and sealing dam force do not change 
with hm. For Q # 0, plot 2 may be suppressed by setting RSKIP to TRUE.) 
TSKIP to TRUE. ) 
cases (If CY = 0, only one plot is made because the pressure  distributions a r e  
identical fo r  all hm. All plots in group 4 may be  suppressed by setting ASKIP 
to TRUE. ) 
Power as a function of hm for  nonzero speed(P1ot 3 may be suppressed by setting 
Pressure  ratio as a function of distance ac ross  sealing dam for  subsonic flow 
Following the plots, data a r e  printed in International Units. This printout may be sup- 
pressed by setting NOUI to TRUE. 
lates program constants (cards 41 to 59). 
SEAL is divided roughly into seven sections. The first section reads data and calcu- 
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The second section (cards 85 to 93) tes ts  certain input variables. If they are zero, 
new values a r e  calculated. If they a r e  nonzero, the original values are used by the pro- 
gram. Since SPEED and CAPV both represent rotational velocity, they must be consist- 
ent. If SPEED is read as zero, CAPV must be examined. In the case that CAPV is not 
zero, SPEED is calculated from CAPV. If they are both zero, the system is considered 
to be static. 
Section three (cards 99 to 146) is the first part  of a loop which is done for  each hm. 
This section calculates starting values fo r  x and h, mass  flow rate, volume flow rate 
at standard conditions, pressure flow Reynolds number, rotational flow Reynolds number, 
maximum Mach number, and Knudsen number. If the maximum Mach number indicates 
that the flow analysis is no longer valid (M > l/fi), MTAG(J) is se t  equal to 1 as a trig- 
ger,  and no further calculations are made. If the flow analysis remains valid, the pro- 
gram calculates power, shear  heat, temperature r i se  due to power dissipation, torque, 
sealing dam force, and center of pressure.  For  (Y # 0, the integrations in the force and 
center of pressure equations a r e  done numerically by Simpson's rule. For  CY = 0, the 
integrations a r e  done analytically, and the resulting formulas are used in the program. 
The axial film stiffness is found numerically by Lagrange differentiation of force with 
respect to hm. 
Section four (cards 151 to 163) is the r e s t  of the loop started in section three. Sec- 
tion four calculates film thickness, pressure,  pressure ratio, average velocity, and 
Mach number at several  points ac ross  the sealing dam. 
writes data in English units. 
And section seven (cards 261 to 319) writes data in International Units. 
Section five (cards  168 to 211) 
Section six (cards 215 to 257) plots the various parameters. 
Numerical constants that appear in the program a r e  for  units conversion. 
Subprograms 
SEAL uses six subroutines whose listings a r e  given in appendix C. They are SIMPS1, 
PX, PXX, PRESS, STFNSS, and ARRNG. The last five a r e  described in table 11. SEAL 
also uses two subroutines that are not standard in IBSYS. These are SORTXY and 
PLOTXY. 
resul ts  in the a r r a y  X being rearranged such that X(l)  I X(2) . . . 5 X(N) with the 
Y a r r a y  rearranged to preserve the X,Y pairs. N is the number of elements in the 
X and Y arrays.  
SORTXY so r t s  two numerical arrays.  A statement such as CALL SORTXY(X, Y, N) 
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TABLE II. - DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUlINkS 
Name 
PRESS (pressure  function) 
P X X  (integrand in integral)  
iTFNSS (numerical  differentia 
ion for  film stiffnrss) 
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distanre f rom inne; radius of sea l  
p r e s s u r e  a t  inner radius of s e a l  
smal le r  of P 1  and P2  
t i l t  angle 
1 - P;/P; 
distancr across seal 
mean fi lm thickncss 
conslilnt 
d i s t m r t  f rom inner radius of s e a l  
p r e s s u r e  
film thickness at  outer radius of sea l  
P2  for  0 # 0 
distance f rom innpi- radius of sea l  
p ressure  a t  inner radius of sea l  
smaller of P I  and P2 
dummy variablrs to f i l l  coninion block 
3istanre f rom inner radius of seal 
l i s tanre  f r o m  inner radius of seal 
xessure  a t  inner radius of seal 
mailer of P I  and P2 
lummy variables to fi l l  common block 
l islance f rom inncr radius of sea l  
npul a r r a y  of independwit variable 
nixit a r r a y  of drp?nd?nt variable 
nput a r r a y  of numerical  f lags  
(ITAG(J) # 0 implips flow became 
suprrsoni r  and r a s r  should be  elimi- 
nated f rom c3lCulatlo1,. ) 
'e turned a r r a y  of fi lm s t i f fness  
DDY = -d(YY) t d(XX) 
8umb~r of elements i n  XX, YY, and ITA( 
r r a y  oi valid indrpcndenl variables 
r r a y  of valid dependen1 variables 
umber of valid points 
umber of p i n t s  used in the numerical  
differentiation, N ~ 5 
ndrx of point at mliicli differentiation 
is made 
ndec of f i r s t  point uspd 111 d i f i r w n -  
tlatlon 
idrx of last point usrd 1n differen- 
tiat i n n  
?dices of points used i n  diffrrentiation 
(I1 ran be used as e11her U l r  row 
index or  the colunin indrv s i n r e  
lhc matrix A is squ'ire. ) 
i a t r i l  whose elc",ts A(I. J) = 
X(I1) - X(JJ)  
roduct (xk - xi)Pi(xi) 
um 2 yi 
1=1 Dik 
" 1  c c- x,) 
j= 1 
input a r r a y  of indrprndc.nt variable 
input a r r a y  of dependent variable 
sorted a r r a y  of new independent variable 
sorted a r r a y  of new dependent variable 
number of elements in input a r r a y s  
number of elements in sor ted  a r r a y s  
' temporary s torage  for  sorting I 
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PLOTXY plots two numerical arrays.  A statement such as CALL PLOTXY (X, Y, 
KODE, P) produces an on-line plot of X against Y with the point X(1), Y(l)  in the 
upper left corner. The plot appears with X increasing down the page and Y increasing 
ac ross  the page. KODE indicates which plotting options are used. For  example, 
KODE = 6 gives a plot with most of the grid lines suppressed, * as the plotting character, 
and the X and Y scales  computed by the plotting routine. The a r r a y  P contains in- 
formation needed by the plotting routine, such as the number of points to be plotted, the 
X and Y scales if the programmer computes them, and the frequency of grid lines in 
the X and Y directions. 
Special format statements a r e  used to print plot titles and plot legends. A pair of 
statements such as 
WRITE (6, 1) 
1 FORMAT (BHPT, 10HPLOT TITLE) 
will print the title PLOT TITLE above the plot. A pair of statements such as 
WRITE (6, 2) 
2 FORMAT (BHPL, 11HPLOT LEGEND) 
will print the legend PLOT LEGEND immediately below the plot. 
f rom the Instrument and Computing Division of the Lewis Research Center. 
Simpson's rule, A statement such as F = SIMPS1 (XO, XF, G, K) gives F as the defi- 
nite integral 
Listing of SORTXY and PLOTXY can be found in reference 10 or can be obtained 
SIMPS1 is a function subprogram used to perform a numerical integration by 
F =  f XF G(X)dX xo 
The integrand is evaluated at interior points by the external function G named in the cal- 
ling vector. 
subdivisions a r e  made in regions where the integrand is changing rapidly. If two succes- 
sive evaluations of the integral on a particular subinterval differ by more than ~ x I O - ~  
t imes the value of the integrand, the subinterval is divided into two subintervals and the 
integration is repeated. In the integration requires more than 200 subintervals, the 
integer K is raised by 1 to indicate that the returned value of the integral is incorrect. 
the inner radius of the sealing dam. 
The interval of integration, XO to XF, is not divided uniformly. More 
PRESS is a function subprogram to evaluate the pressure at any distance X from 
The distance appears in the calling vector. The 
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pressure  differential equation is solved analytically, and the resulting formulas are used 
in the program. For a = 0, the formula used is equation (11). 
P = p l + p ) (  P; R2 -R1 ) 
For  a # 0, the formula used is equation (23) 
[(ax + B)2 - B2 
2 2a(ax  + B) 1 
PX is an external function subprogram to evaluate the integrand in the integral 
Similarly, PXX is an external function subprogram to evaluate the integrand in the 
integral 
STFNSS is a subroutine subprogram to calculate the axial film stiffness (STIFF). 
It performs the numerical differentiation 
-dF STIFF = 
&ln 
by Lagrange's method (ref. 11). The general formula fo r  Lagrange differentiation is 
n 
i= 0 






p.(x) 1 = (x - Xi) -'T (x - Xj) 
For  the special case of the derivative at one of the tabulated points xk, 
where Dik = (xk - xi)P.(x.), i f k. 
is defined whose elements a r e  
1 1  
Subroutine STFNSS follows a computing scheme described in reference 11. A matrix 
a.. = x - x  
ij i j 
The product of the off -diagonal elements of each row is multiplied by xk - xi, except for  
the kth row, This defines Dik. The sum 
n 
i#k 
is formed and multiplied by the product of the negative of the off-diagonal elements in  the 




IIIIIII 1111lII1ll111 I I I I1 I I 
summing the reciprocals of the off -diagonal elements in  the kth column and multiplying 
the sum by yke 
The subroutine first eliminates cases  fo r  which the flow Mach number exceeds 
l/fi. Then it arranges the data in order  of ascending x. It chooses the five data points 
xi, yi (i = k - 2, k - 1, k, k + 1, k + 2) for  use in equation (34). If there a r e  l e s s  than 
five data points in the set, all a r e  used in the differentiation. 
ARFtNG is a subroutine subprogram used to arrange two a r r a y s  X and Y for  plot- 
ting. The subroutine first eliminates cases  for  which the Mach number exceeds l/fi. 
It so r t s  the remaining data in order  of ascending X. It then inverts both a r r a y s  and 
interchanges them. The data are now in the form of ordered pa i rs  (Y(N),X(N)), (Y(N-1), 
X(N-1)), . . , (Y(l),X(l)) where Y(N) L Y(N-1) 1. . . 2 Y(1). Arranging data in this 
form permits the Y array to be plotted as the independent variable in descending order. 
Consequently, the plots appear in standard form with minimum X and minimum Y in 
the lower left corner. 
Input Variables 
Input variables to the program and their units a r e  listed. Arrays a r e  given with 
their  dimensions. 
FORTRAN unit 
symbol 
TITLE ( 12) 
N J  
HMEAN(J) 














alphanumeric identification of data 
number of mean film thicknesses (NJ  5 50) 
mean film thicknesses 
tilt angle 
width of mean circumference of sealing dam 
rotational speed 
sealing dam 
Only one of these needs to 
be set. If both a r e  set, 
CAPV is calculated from 
surface speed I SPE ED. 
molecular weight of gas  























(lb) (se  c2)/f t4 
( lb) ( se  c2)/f t4 
( ~b) ( s e c) /f t 
Btu/(lb) (OR) 
Description 
pressure at outer radius of seal  
isothermal reference temperature 
inner radius of seal  
outer radius of seal  
reference density at inner radius of sea l  (If 
RHORO is read as zero, program calculates 
RHORO . ) 
density at mean radius used in calculating ro-  
tational Reynolds number (If RHORF is read 
as zero, program calculates RHORF. ) 
absolute viscosity of gas 
specific heat of gas  
ratio of specific heats 
number of s teps  ac ross  sea l  (maximum, 20) 
logical variable (If ASKIP = TRUE, program 
skips calculation and printout of x, pressure,  
average velocity, Mach number, and pres- 
sure  ratio. It a lso skips plotting of x against 
pressure ratio. ) 
logical variable (If RSKIP = TRUE, program 
skips calculation and printout of dimensionless 
center of pressure and dimensionless force. 
It also skips plotting of FBAR. ) 
logical variable (If TSKIP = TRUE, program 
skips calculation, printout, and plotting of 
variables associated with power. ) 
logical variable (If NOUI = TRUE, program 
makes no conversion to International Units. ) 
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1111 II I Ill1 
Program Variables 
The variables used in  the program are listed in the approximate order  of their ap- 
pearance. Arrays a r e  given with their dimensions. Variables marked with a * are 























r ad  
IT = 3.1415927 
universal gas constant ft-lb 
(lb -mole)('R) 
input variables are equated to ZERO which is 
initially se t  equal to 0.0 
value of P1 in common block 
smaller of P1 and P2 in common block 
value of ALPHA in common block 
2 in. 
in. 
point at which mathematical model becomes 
invalid 
number of grid points (1 I NN I 21) 
number of pressure distributions that will f i t  
evenly on one page 
face surface a r e a  of seal  
distance ac ross  seal, equal to R2 - R1 
outside- to inside-pressure ratio, equal to 
P2/P 1 
constant used in  pressure calculation 
(CC = 1 - (P22/P12)) 
psi total pressure drop ac ross  sea l  
ft-lb gas  constant 
(1bm) (OR) 
(lb) (se c2)/f t4 
ft /sec speed of sound 























*DE L T J (  J) 
* H TO TAL (J) 
















IHTAG(J) = 0 implies flow analysis is valid 
IHTAG(J) # 0 implies flow analysis is not 
valid 
current value of HMEAN (J) in common block 
distance between successive grid points 
distance from inner radius of seal 
first point in x distribution 
last point in x distribution 
fi lm thickness at X(J, I) 
fi lm thickness at X(J, I) 
film thickness at X2 
characteristic film thickness 
m a s s  flow ac ross  seal 
average velocity at outer radius of seal 
maximum Mach number fo r  given HMEAN(J) 
pressure Reynolds number 
calculated density at mean radius of seal 
rotational Reynolds number 
volume flow rate at standard conditions 
Knudsen number 
( lb ) ( s e c2) /f t4 
std cu ft/min 
hP 
R 
power dissipated by viscous shearing 
apparent temperature rise due to  power dissipa- 0 
tion 
B tu/min 
f t - l b  torque 
shear  heat of system 
constant needed in pressure calculations 2 (Psi) 
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f t /sec 
Ib/in. 
Description 
numerical f lags which indicate whether or not 
the numerical integrations of ( P  - Pmin) and 
(P - Pmin)x are accurate 
sealing dam force 
center of pressure  
pressure at X(1, J) 
ratio of P to Pmin at X(1, J) 
average velocity at X(1, J) 
Mach number at X(1, J) 
axial film stiffness, equal to -dF/dhm 
dimensionless force 
dimensionless center of pressure 
counter for  cases  for  which Mach number 
< l / f i  (If JJ = 1 modulo JMOD, the printer 
will skip to a new page. ) 
utility a r r a y s  used in sorting and plotting 
contains information needed by plotting subrou - 
tine(See ref. 10 for  details. ) 
plotting code (See ref. 10 for  details. ) 
number of points in a plot (1 I N P  f 50) 
output variables in International Units 
distance ac ross  sealing dam index 





S I B F T C  S E A L  
C 
C C O M P R E S S I B L E  F L O W  S E A L I N G  D A M  A N A L Y S 1 . S  W I T H  S V A L L  T I L T  A N G L E  . 
L 
L O G I C A L  A S K I P , R S K I P t T S K I . P c N O U I  
R E A L  MDDT,M?LWT~.MU,MACH,Mt iCHMX,MCLJTvKN,L 
D I !4E N S  I O N  XPLTJT I 50 ) 1.Y P L O T  I 50 1 9 X P T  I 5  0 1 Y P T  ( 50 1 P P I  6 1 1 , Z E R D  (I 17  1 
1 U L I 30  1 T T I T LE I 12 1. 
O I M E N S  I O N  F ( 5 0  ) ,.XC ( 5 0 )  1 M D O T (  5 0 )  , .XCB4R (50) , F E A R (  50 I rQC501 r’ 
1 P ~ W E R ( 5 ~ ~ ~ H I ~ 5 0 ) ~ H T O T A L o c D E L T J ( T O ) r T O R Q U E ~ 5 O ~ ~ H M E ~ N ~ 5 ~ ~ ~  
2 M A C H M X ( 5 0 )  r R E P 4 5 O )  * S T I F F  f 5 0 I . r  I H T A G J 5 0 )  r K N ( 5 0 ) r R E R I  50) 
D I M E N S  I OY H (50921 ). X (  5 0 ~ 2  1) t.P (50r.21) r . U A V R C (  50.21 1 9 P R A T  ( 50 1121 1 b 
1 M A C H ( 5 0 , Z l ) :  
C OM M ON / I r\l T S  RL f P P 1 
E X T E R N A L  P X t P X X  
N A M E L  I S T /  I U P T /  A L P H A  9.L * S P E E D  t C  A P V I  MOLWT , P 1 9  P 2 r  T t R 1  C R2 r HHORO. 
P R E  F P A  A C C  y R O  1.F T H M  ,.AK 1 
1 RHORF,MU,LP,~GAMM~,NGRIDTASKIP,RSKIP,TSKIP,NOUI 
D A T A  
E Q U I V A L E N C E  f Z E R O (  l I . , M O L W T )  9 ( Z E R 0 1 6 1 . r .  P 1 )  t I Z E R O (  11) r L )  v 
1 ( & E U J ( Z I , 4 L P H A )  t ( Z E R U I 7 ) ,  P 2 ) v  I Z E R O  112) i T  1 9  
2 I Z E R O  t 13  Y i M U  1 i 
3 I Z E R O  ( 4 )  9 R H U R O )  I Z E R O 1 9  1 . 9  R 2  1 1  ( Z E R O L 1 4 ) r C A P V ) ,  
4 I Z E R O (  1 5 )  ( G A M M A )  
P I  , R U N  I V / 3 - . 1 4  1592  7, 1545.41 
( Z E R O (  3 1 . 9  S P E E D  1 T 
I Z.ERO(. 5 ) . T  R H U R F  1 , 
I Z E R O 1 8  1.. R 1) P 
I ZERO I LO) r L P )  v 
DO 90 1 ~ 1 9 1 5  
90 Z . E R O ( L ) .  = 0 .  
r 
L 
C R E A D  L N P U T  D A T A i C 4 L C U L A T E  P R O G R A M  C D N S T A N T S ,  A N D  W R I T E  1 N P U T  
C C O N D L T I O N S  
C 
C D A T A  C A R O S  
C T I . T L E  - D A T A  I D E N T I F I C A T I O N  - 1 C A R D  ( F O R M A T  1 Z A 6 )  
r 
L 
C N J  - N U M B E R  OF- F I L M  T H I C K N E S S E S  ( F O R M A T  I 3 )  
r 
L 
C H M E A U  - M E A N  F I L M  T H I C K N E S S E S  - 6 P E R  C A R D  ( F O R M A T  6F12.0) 
r 
l. 
C S L N P T  - S E A L  D I M F N S I O Y S ,  O P E R A T I N G  C O N D I T L O N S +  P H Y S I C A L  
C P X O P E R T I E S  OF G A S ,  L O G I C A L  V A R I A B L E S  
C ( R E A D  B Y  N A V E L I S T / I N P T / )  
L 
R E A D  (51.3) T I T L E  
R E A D  1 5 r . 1 )  NJ 
R E A D  ( 5 1 . 2 )  ( H M E A Q ( J ) , J = l , N J I  
100 W R I T E  ( 6 r l O ) ’  
R E A D  ( 5 , I I V P T )  
P P 1  5 P 1  
P R E F  = A M I . Y l f P L c P 2 )  
A A A  7 A L P H A  
M C U T  = l . / S Q R T ( G A M M A )  
NN = N G R I O + l  
JMOD = 5 9 / ( 4 + ; U N )  
A R E A  = P I * I R 2 * * 2 - R 1 * * 2 )  
R 13 I F =R 2 - R  1 
C = P Z / P l  
cc=1.-c*c 
P D  I F q A B  S I Pl -P i !  
R =  R L N  I V / M O L W T  
R H 0 1  = P l / t /  I T + 4 6 O .  144.4756636 














1 4  
15 
16 
1 7  







2 5  
26 
E 7  
28 
2 9  
30  
3 1  
3 2  
33 




3 8  





4 4  
4 5  
46 
47 
4 8  
49 
5 0  
51 
5 2  
5 3  
5 4  
55 
5 6  
5 7  
5 8  
5 9  
6 0  
a 
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W R I T E ( 6 p l L )  A L P H A , P ~ , P L I T ~ M U I M O L W T , ~ A M ~ A , R ~ * R ~ , L ~ R H O ~ ~ , R ~ O R F ~ ~ N ,  
1 SPE,ED +CAPV+CP ,ASK I P I  KSlOIP r T S K 1  P 
IF (YOUI.) s o  ro  110 
C CCidVERT I N P U T  DATA TO I N T E R N A T I O N A L  G N I T S  
c 
L 
U I  ( 1  1. 'i ALPYA 
UI(2) =. P 2 9 6 . 8 9 4 7 5 7 2 E S  
UI ( 3 )  = P 1 * 6 , 8 9 4 7 5 7 2 E 3  
U I  ( 5 ).= MU*47,88(Y258 
U I ( 6 ) = ,  MOLWT 
U I ( 7 1 .  = G A M M A  
U I  ( 9 )  =, R l * 2 . 5 4 E - 2  
UI(1U) 5 L * 2 . 5 4 E - 2  
U I ( 4 ) .  = ( T + 4 6 0 . ) / 1 . 8  
U I ( 8 ) .  = R 2 * 7 . 5 4 € - 2  
U I ( l L 1  =, R H O R 0 * 5 1 7 . 2 0 2 6  
UI(l2) = R H O K F * 5 2 7 . 2 0 2 6  
U I  (13)' z, SPEED/60,  
U I ( 1 4 ) = .  CAPV* .3048 
U I (  1 5 )  = C P * , 4 1 8 6 5 7 8 3 E 4  
C 
C TEST LNPUT PARAMETERS AND DETERMINE OPERATING CONDITONS 
C 
110 IF (L.EQ.0.) L = P I * ( S L + R 2  1 
IF (SHOKO.NE.0 . )  RHOL*RHORO 
LF(SPEED.EO.0.)  GO TO 1 2 0  
GO T O  200 
C A P V i  P L * S P E E D * t R L + R 2 ) / 7 2 0 -  
1 2 0  LF(CAPV.YE.O.) GO TO 121 
T S K I P  =a .TRUE. 
CP=O. 
121 SPEED = C A P V * 7 2 0 . / P I / ( K l + R 2 )  
L 
L 
2 0 0  DO 4 C O  J = l v N J  
I H T A G ( J )  = 0 
HM = H M E 4 N ( S )  
DELX = RO 1.F /FLOAT ( Y G R  I D 1 
I F  (ALPHA.SE.0.)  GO TO 2 1 0  
X ( J v 1 )  = K D I F  
x 2  =o. 
DELX = -DELX 
GO T O  220  
X 2  = R D I F  
H2 = HMEAN(J')+ALPHA*(X2-QDIF/2,)  
210  X ( J , l )  =. 0. 
2 2 0  H ( J 1 1 )  5 H M e A ~ ( J ) + A L P H A * ( X ( J , l ) - ~ ~ I F / Z . )  
HCHAR = H ( J v l ) * H Z / H M E A N ( J L  
M D O T ( J ) =  HCHAS**3*RHOl*Pl*L*CC/MU/RDIF*6~7029167 
IJAV= A R S ( Y D O T ~ J ) . ) * P l / L / R H O l / A M I N l & H ~ J + l ~ + H 2 ~ / P R E F / l 3 ~ 4 O 5 ~ 3 3  
M A C H P X ( J I =  UAV/A  
I H T A G ( J 1  = 1 
GO TO 4 f f O  
IF LRHOKF.YP.0.) GO TO 2 2 1  
1.F IMACt tMX(J ) .LT ,MCUT)  GO TO 2 2 3  
2 7 3  R F P ( J ) =  2 . * P R E F * U A V * H C H A R / M U / R / f T + 4 6 0 . ) / 2 ~ 6 8 1 1 6 6 7  
6 1  
6 2  
6 3  
6 4  
6 5  
6 6  
67 
6 8  
6 9  
70 
7 1  
7 2  
7 3  
7 4  
7 5  
7 6  
7 7  
7 8  
7Q 
80 
8 1  
8 2  
8 3  
8 4  
8 5  
8 6  
8 7  
8 8  




9 3  
9 4  




1 0 2  
1 0 3  
1 0 4  
105 




1 x 1  
112 
1 1 3  
114 
1 1 5  
f 16  
1 1 7  
1 1 8  
119 
1 2 0  
l o a  
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I F  ( ALPttA.NF. 0.1, A K l = - l  2. *MOOT( J )  *MU*P l  / L / R H O l / 1 6 0 2 8 3 3 3 3  
RHOREF = P < E S S ( R D I F / Z .  ) / R / ( T + 4 6 0 . 1 * 4 . 4 7 5 6 6 3 6  
GO TO 2 2 2  
2 2 1  RHOKEF i RHDRF 
2 2 2  R E R ( J )  i R H O R E F * C A P V * H M E A N ( J ) / M U / 1 2 i  
Q ( J )  = l S . O 8 3 * M D O T ( J )  
K N  ( J 1, = 2.9S*MACHHX ( J) /REP I J 
POWER(J) .= M U * A R E A * C A P V * * Z J H M E A N I J ) / 6 6 0 0 .  
D E L T J ( J ) = . 4 2 . 4 2 * P f J W E R ( J ) / A B S I M D U T (  J )  V/CP 
H T O T A L ( J J  = 4 2 . 4 2 * P O W E R ( J )  
TORQUE( J )= POWER( J ) * 3 . 3 E 4 J S P E E D  
C 
C DETERMINE FnRCE AND CENTER OF PRESSURE 
230 I F  ( T S K I P )  GO TO 240 
240 I F  (ALPHA.EQ.0.1 GO TO 250 
AKL  3 - l 2 . * M D O T ( J ) * M U * P L / L / R H O 1 / 1 6 0 ~ 8 3 3 3 3  
K = O  
K K  = 0 
F ( J ) i  S I M P S l ( O . t R D I F , P X , K ) * L  
X C ( J )  = S L M P S l ( O ~ + R D I F ~ P X X ~ K I C ' ) / F ( J ) * L  
I F  I K o N E . 0 )  WRITE ( 6 * 2 1 ) H M E A N ( J )  
I F  (tCK.NE.0) WRITE ( G r 2 4 )  HMEANOJ)  
GO TO 300 
250  F ( J )  = L ~ R D I F ~ ( 2 . * P L * ( l . - C * ~ 3 ) / C G / 3 . - P R E F )  
X C ( J ) .  = L * R o I F ~ * 2 / F ( J ) * 1 2 . + P l * ( . 4 - C ~ * 3 ) / 3 . / C C - P R E F / 2 ~ )  
C 
C DETERMINE PRESSURE, F I L M  T H I C K N E 5 9 ,  PRESSURE R A T 1 0  l P / P l ) d  
C AVERAGE V P L O C I T Y ,  AND CACH NUMBER AT EACH G R I O  P O I N T  
300 L F  (ASK1.P 1 GO TO 4CO 
P ( J , l )  i P 1  
I F  (ALPHA.LT.0.) P (  J c l  ) = P 2  
DO 320 I = l * N N  
X ( J . 1 )  5 F L O A T ( I . - l ) * D E L X + ~ X ( 3 6 1 )  
H ( J , I ) .  =I H M E ' A N ( J ) + A L P H A * ( X ( J r I ) - R D I F / 2 . )  
P ( J , L )  i P ~ F S S ( X I J I I ) . )  
I F  l L . E Q . 1 )  G O  TO 310  
310 P R A T ( J - I )  = P ( J , I ) / P R E F  
UAVKG(  J9.I ) =  
M A C H ( J r I ) =  U A V R G ( J * I ) / 4  
A R S ( M D O T ( J )  ) * P l / L / R H O l / P (  J r I  1 /HMEbN( J ) / 1 3 . 4 0 5 8 3 3  
320 CONTINUE 
400 CONTLNUE 
C A L L  STFYSSIHMEAN,F,IHTAGcSTIFF,NJ) 
C 
C W S I T E  R O U T I Y F  
C 
6 U 0  W R I T E  1 6 , 1 2 1  R , R H O l , . A * L , A R E A , S P E E O , C A P V  
W R I T E  (6r.13) 
I F  (."OT.RSK'IP) WRI.TE ( 6 1  14)  
W R I T E  ( 6 ~ 5 5 1  
I F  (RSK1.P)  GO TO 603 
W R I T E  ( 6 ~ 5 6 ) '  
603 DO 610 J=l ,  N J  
k R I r E  ( 6 , 2 3 1  t i M E A N ( J 1  
I F  ( IHTAG(J ) ' .E3 .0 )  GC TO 609 
WRITE ( 6 , 2 0 1  
GO TO 610 
609 WRITE (6,.15) MDOT( J )  * Q ( J ) ; r M A C H M X ( J )  r R E P ( J 1  , R E R ( J ) t K N L J L * F C J  j v  
12 1 
122 
1 2 3  






k 3 1  









1 4 2  
143 
144 






















1 6 8  
169 
k 7 0  
17 1 
1 7 2  
173 
1 7 4  






1 3 8  
1 5 8  
1 7 8  
35 
1 S T I P F ( J I r X C ( J )  
1.F ( R S K I P )  GO TCI 6 1 0  
C 
C NORMALIZE F AND XC 
C 
FRAK(  J) .=,Fl  J ) : / P U I F / R O I F / L  
X C B A R ( J ) = X C ( J ) / R D I F  
WRITE(6p .16 )  XCBARI J )  pFBAR( J )  
6 1 0  CONTLNUE 
I F  (TSK1.P) 60 TD 6 1 2  
WKITE ( 6 9 1 7 ) :  
DO 511 J = l * Y J  
WRITE ( 6 , 2 3 1  t lMEAN(J )  
IF(LHTAGIJ) .EQ.O'1 GO TO 6 1 3  
GO TO 611 
W R I T E ( 6 . 2 0 )  
6 1 3  W R I T E ( 6 9 2 2 )  POWER( J ) . ,HTUTALIJ )  r D E L T J ( J I + T O R Q U E ( J I  
611 CONTINUE 
6 1 2  I F  (ASK1.P) GO TO 700 
L 
C WRITE X AND PRESSURE D I S T K I B U T I O N S  
C 
JJ = 0 
DO 6 2 0  J '= l *  PSJ 
I F  (LHTAGIJ).NE.WL GC TO 6 2 0  
JJ = 3J+1 
1.F (MOD(JJ*JMOD) .EQ- l )  WRITE ( 6 9 5 7 )  
WRITE ( 6 ~ 1 8 )  H M E A N ( J )  
WRITE (69 19); ( X ( J . 9 1  ) r .PRAT( J.1) t P (  J t  I )  c U A V R G ( J + I  ) r M A C H O J i b ) i  
1 I = l * . N N )  
620 CONTINUE 
L 
C PLOT ROUTLUE 
r 
L 
700 KODE = 6 
P P ( 3 ) .  =, 0. 
P P ( 4 ) '  = 0 ,  
DO 7U1 J=L.YJ 
I F I 11-1 T A G  ( J 1:. PJ E. 0 1, H M E AN ( J 1 =-HMGAN ( J 1 
701 CONTLNUE 
I F  (ALPHA.EQ.:O.) GO TC! 7 2 0  
C ALL 
P P ( 1 ) .  i PlP 
WR I T E  ( 69 3 2  1: 
CALL 
WRITE ( 6 7 4 0 ) :  
A R RN G ( HME AN y X C p X  P LOT p Y P'L OT 9 N J 1 NP 1. 
PLOT X Y  f XPLOT v YPLOT rKC)t)E r P P  
710 I F  L R S K I P )  GO TO 7 2 0  
1.F (ALPHA.EP..O.I SO TO 7 2 0  
C A L L  ARRNG( HME4N9FBAR 9 XPLOTIYPLDT * NJI NP 1; 
P P (  11, = NP 
WRITE ( 6 1 3 0 )  
C 4 L L  P L O T X Y ~ X P L D T I Y P L O T ~ K O D E T P P )  
WRITE 16.421: 
7 2 0  I F  ( T S K I P )  GO TO 730 
1.F ISPEED.EQ.0.) GO TO 770 
CALL A R R \ G ( V M E ~ N ~ P O W E R * X P L O T . Y P L O T V N J * N P )  
P P (  1): = NP 
WRITE ( 6 . 3 4 )  
CALL  P L O T X Y t X P L O T v Y P L O T , K C D E , P P )  
WRITE ( 6 r . 4 3 )  
36 
181 
1 8 2  
1 8 3  
1 8 4  
1 8 5  
1 8 6  
1 8 7  




1 9 2  
1 9 3  
1 9 4  
1 9 5  
1 9 6  
1 9 7  
19@ 
199 
2 0 0  
2 0 1  
2 0 2  
2 0 3  
2 0 4  
2 0 5  
2 0 6  
2 0 7  
2 0 8  
209 
2 1 0  
2 1 1  
2 1 2  
2 1 3  
2 1 4  
2 1.5 
2 1 6  
2 1 7  
2 1 8  
219 
2 2 0  
2 2  1 
2.22 
2 2 3  
2 2 4  
2 2 5  
2 2 6  
2 2 7  
2 2 8  
2 2 9  
2 3 0  
2 3 1  
2 3 2  
2 3  3 
2 3 4  
2 3 5  
2 3 6  
2 3 7  
2 3 8  
2 3 9  
2 4 0  
~ 
7 3 0  1.F ( A S K I P )  GO TO 7 5 0  
DO 7 4 1  J'1,NJ 
I F  ( LtiTAGL J ):-:NEiO). G C  TO 741 
WRITE 1 6 ~ 3 7 ) :  HMEAN(J1  
DO 7 4 0  I = l , Y N  
X P T I L )  i X(J1.1 . )  
Y P T i I )  i PRATAJv I . )  
7 4 0  CONTLNUE 
CALL ARRNG ('XPTIYPTIXPLOT rYPLOTrNNpNP 1 
CALL P L O T X Y { X P L O T ~ Y P L O T I K C D E ~ P P I  
WRITE (6.46'1 
P P ( 1 )  5 NP 
I F  (ALPHA*EQ.:O.) GO TO 7 5 0  
7 4 1  CONTLNUE 
7 5 0  110 7 5 1  J P l r N J  
I F  I IHTAG(Jf .NE.0)  HMEAN(J)=-HMEANfJ) .  
7 5 1  CONTLNUEl 
C 
C CONVERT TO INTERNATIONAL l JN ITS AND P R I N T  
C 
8 0 0  1.F ( N O U I )  GO TO 1 U O  
U I ( 2 1 )  ? R * 5 . ' 3 8 0 5  
U I ( 2 3 )  = A*;3048 
U I  ( 2 5 ) i  AREh*6.45'.;13-4 
U I ( 2 7 ) = ,  CbPV*.7048 
U I ( 2 2 ) =  R I i O  1*517.202'6 
U 1 ( 2 4 ) ?  L*2.54E-2 
U I ( 2 6 )  i SPE'ED';bO. 
WRITE ( 6 ~ 1 0 )  
WRITE ( 6 ~ 5 4 ) .  T I T L E  
WRITE (6.50)' I U I ( I ) 9 1 = 1 , 1 2 )  , N N I ( U I ( I ) ~ I = L ~ ~ L ~ ) , A S K I P ~ ~ S K ~ P ,  
WRITE ( 6 , 1 3 1  
I F  4 .'NOT.RSK'IP) WRITE ( 6 9 1 4 )  
1 TSKI .P* (U I . (  I . ) t I = 2 1 * 2 7 )  ' 
WRITE ( 6 C 5 1 )  
I F  (.NOT.RSWIP) WRITE 1 6 ~ 5 6 )  
DO 8 1 0  J = l , N J  
UH = HMEA.N( J)*2.54E-2 
I F  (LHTAG(J).@Q.O) GO TO 8 0 9  
GO TO 810 
UO = Q(J1* .47194744E+3 
WRITE (6,231: UH 
W R I l E  ( 6 , 2 0 1  
8 0 9  UM = M D O T ( J l I * * 7 5 5 9 8 7 E - 2  
UF = F ( J ) * 4 . 4 4 8 2 2 1 6  
U S  = STI .FF(  J ) * 1 - 7 5 1 2 6 8 3 E 2  
UXC i XC,( 3 )  * 2 -  54E-2  
WRITE ( 6 ~ 1 5 )  U M I U Q ~ ~ A C H ~ X ( J ) , R E P ( J ) T R E R ( J ) ~ U F I U ~ , U ~ C  
LF(.NOT.RSKIP) W R I T E ( 6 r l 6 )  XCBAR4 J)  pFBAR( J )  
8 1 0  CONTLNUE 
I F  ( T S K I P )  GO TO 8 1 2  
H R I T E  ( 6 . 5 2 )  
DO 8 1 1  J=L ' rNJ  
UH = HMEAN(J)*2.54E-2 
I F ( I H T A G ( J ) . N E . O )  GO TO 8 1 3  
UP = POWER( J3 . *7 .456998762  
UT = DEaLTJ( 'J) / l .8 
WRITE ( 6 , 2 3 1  UH 
UHT = HTOTAL ( J ) * 1 7 * 5 9 7 8 3 3  
UTRK = TORQlJE( J L 4 1 * 3 5 5 8 1 7 9  
2 4 1  
2 4 2  
2 4 3  
2 4 4  
2 4 5  
2 4 6  
2 4  7 
2 4 8  
2 4 9  
2 5 0  
2 5  1 
2 5 2  
2 5 3  
2 5 4  
2 5 5  
256 
2 5 7  
2 5 8  
259 
2 6 0  
2 6  1 
2 6 2  
2 6 4  
2 6 5  
266 
2 6 7  
2 6  e 
269 
2 7 0  
2 7  1 
2 7 2  
27 3 
2 7 4  
2 7 6  
2 7 7  
2 7 8  
2 7 9  
2 8 0  
2 8  1 
2 8 2  
28 3 
2 8 4  
2 8 5  
2 8 6  
2 8 7  
2 8 8  
2 8 9  
2 9 0  
29 1 
2 9 2  
2 9 3  
2 9 4  
2 9 5  
2 9 6  
2 9 7  
2 9 8  
2 9 9  
300 
2 6.3 
a 7 5  
37 
... , 
W k I T E ( 6 c 2 2 )  UP,UHT,UT,CTRK 
W R I T E ( 6 9.2 0 1 
GO TO 8 1 1  
8 1 3 
8 11 CONT LNUE 
8 1 2  I F  [ A S K I P ) .  GO TO 100 
;IJ = 0 
LF (LHTAC(:J)'.:NE.O) GO TO 8 2 1  
DO 8 2 1  J '= l ,YJ  
JcJ = JJ+:l 
LF I MOD ( J J .I MOD A E bl 1 I W R I TE I 6 t 5 7 1 
UH = HMEANIJ1*2.54€-2 
WRITE 16 ,531  UH 
DO 8 2 0  L=lrYN 
UX = X ( Jr L *2.54E-2 
UP = P ( J ~ L ) * 6 - 8 9 4 7 5 7 2 E 3  
UV= UAVRG(J, I ) * .3048 
WR I T E ( 6 9 . 1  9 ) UX t PRA T ( J , I 1. PUP VU V', MACH I J 9 I 1 
8 2 0  CUNTLNUE 
8 2 1  CONTINUE 
GO TO 100 
1 FORMAT ( 1 3 )  
2 FORMAT ( 6 F 1 2 . 6 )  
3 FORMAT ( 1 2 A b )  
C 
10 FORMAT ( lHL~~46 iHCOMPRESSLULE SE,ALING DAM WITH S M A L L  T I L T  ANGLE) 
11 FURMAT ( l H O v 1 2 - H I N P U T  DATA - ~ / I L H O * ~ ~ H T I L T  ANGLE ' v F 8 . 4 ~  
1 9H RADIAYS+/  1HO t 6 X  9 7HP2 , P S I  A, . lOXc7HPl r  PS I A  r l O X +  7HT t D E G  F i  10x6 
2 2 0 H V L S C O S I T Y ~ L ~ - S E C / F T 2 , l O X ~ l 6 H M O L l ! C U L A R  WEIGHT9 18X,5HCP/CVq/ i  
3 1H , ,2G17.5,F13.O1G25.5rG31.5,G28-57/,1H0;4X,9HR2,1N~HE~,8Xj 
4 
5 2 O H R H O ~ ~ O T ~ ~ . L 6 ~ S € C 2 / F T 4 ~ l O X ~ l 7 H N O  OF GRLD P O L N T S t / r l H  13G17-5 ,  
6 G 2 1 . 5 ~ G 2 7 . 5 ~ 1 ~ 2 2 ~ / ~ 1 H O ~ 6 X ~ 5 H N ~ ~ P M ~ l l X ~ 8 H V , F T / S E C ~ 9 ~ ~  
7 15HCP,.BTU/LB-DEG R p l 3 X , 6 H S K I P  A,&X',6HSKIP Rv6Xv6HSKkP T i / r l H  
R 
9HR 11.I'NCHESv9XtRHL,.INCHE S ,  1UX ,15HRHO, LB-SECZ/FT4?  1 O X d  
2G 1 7.5 9.G 18: 5 L 19 9 2 L  12 1 
1 2  FORMAT ( ~ H O I L ~ H B E ' G I N  OUT?UT O A T A ~ / ~ ~ H O I ~ X I  
r 30HGAS CONSTA%T,FT-LR/LR (MI-DEG R,4X,18HRHO( I )  r L B - S E C 2 / F T 4 i 6 X *  
2 2 1HA ( SOUND SPEPD ) , t  F T/SEC p / 1H t G Z 4 L 5  cG30 5 rG25.5 9 / 1H0, 3 x 9  
3 RHL c LNCHEIS 1 4 X  9.8tiAtREA 9 I N7 7 1 4 X  , 9HSPFED r.RP M 9 13 X 9 8HV ,.FT/ S fG % /  
4 Gl4.5c3G22;S)  
I H 
1 3  FORM4T ( l H O v 2 X p 9 H Y E A N  F I L M , ~ X ~ ~ H M L D ~ T ) , ~ X ~ ~ H Q ~ ~ X , ~ H M A C ~ ~ ~ ~ T  
5HRE ( P  1.t 6 x 1  5hRE ( R  1 r 5 X  ,7HKNUDSENr7X, LHF ~ - 7 x 1 5 H S T  I F F v 7 X  t 2 H X C )  1 
1 4  FOXMAP ( 1H+ LOX p 2HXC T 8 X  p 1HF 1 
1 5  FOttMAT ( l H + ~ l l X , 2 G l l i 3 ~ 2 F 9 - 3 r 2 F l O J 3 ~ F l 2 ~ 3 ~ 2 G l l ~ 3 ~  
16 FORMAT ( l H + v 1 0 3 X , . 2 F l O -  3 )  
1 7  FORMAT ( lHO,16HMEAN F I L ? - ' P . I . N C H E S ~ ~ X , ~ O H P O W E R I H I P . , G X ~  
1 8  FORMAT' I lHO',  1 lHMEAN F I L M  =tG11-3,2X'v6HINCHES9 1 ,  l H O * 5 X + 8 H X i I N C H E S q !  
1 1PHSttEAR HEAT,RTU/MIN,SX q l2HDEL ( T  ).,DEG F.s 8 x 9  12HTORQUE 9 FT-LB) 
1 4 X v B H P J P ( M I N )  ,7X95HP,PSI  . ~ X T . ~ ~ H U C A V )  q.FT/SECr4Xr7HMACH NO). 
13 FORMAT ( 1 H  ' ~ G 1 4 . 3 ~ 4 G 1 4 - 5 ) .  
20 FORMAT l lH+ ,77X,d8HANALYSLS NOT V A L I D )  
2 1  FORMAT (t lHOc26HFDR MEAN F L L M  THICKENESS = , G l 5 . 5 , 3 X ~  
1 1 4 H F  IS 1.NCORRECT) 
2 2  FORMAT ( 11i+ 9 15x9 4G2.0.5 
2 3  FORMAT ( 1 H  vG11.3) 
24 FORMAT ( L H O T Z ~ H F O R  MEAN F L L M  THICKENESS =rG15.5,3X, 
1' 15HXC 1.S INCORRECT) 
l ( O U T )  
3 0  FORMAT ( 2 H P T t 5 5 H P L O T  OF M(DOT) AND Q VS H{MEAN) WHERE Q 5 1 3 2 0 8 3 Q M  
3 2  FORMAT (2HPTm23HPLOT OF X ( C )  VS HLMEAN) )  
3 3  FrJRMAT (2HPTv28HPLOT OF MDOT(RAR1 VS H(MEAN) 1 
30 1 
3 0 2  
3 0 3  
3 0 4  
3 0 5  
306 
307 
3 0 8  
309 
310 
3 1 1  
3 1  2 
3 1 3  
3 1 4  
3 1 5  
3 1 6  
317 
3 1 8  
3 1 9  
3 2 0  
3 2  1 
3 2 3  
32 4 
3 2 5  
3 2  6 
3 2  7 
3 2 8  
3 2 9  
330 
3 3 1  
33 2 
3 3 3  
3 3 4  
3 3 5  
3 3 6  
3 3 7  
3 3 9  
340 
3 4 1  
3 4 1  
343 
3 4 4  
3 4 5  
3 4 6  
34 7 
3 4 8  
3 4 9  
3 5 0  
3 5 1  
3 5 2  
3 5 3  
3 54  
3 5 5  
3 5 6  
3 5 7  
3 5 8  
359 
360 
3 2  a 
3 3 8  
3 4  FORMAT (2HPTr24HPLOT OF POWER V 9  H(MEANI.1. 
3 7  FORMAT (2HPT*.3'5HPLOT O F  P / P I M I N ) ;  VS X FOR H(M@ANI  = r G k 5 . 5 1  
3 8  FORMAT (2HPTp25HPLOT OF F(R14RI V S  HIMEAN).) 
40 FORMAT (ZHPL+SOHXC ON VERTICAL SCALE - H(MEAN) ON HOHiZONTLL SCALE 
1 ,/, 2 H P L l i / t  ZHPL,.lOX,56HXC IN INCHES - TO CONVERT 'TO METERS, MULTI'P 
2LY B Y  2.54E-2 , / . 2 H P L , / + 2 H P L , l ~ X ~ 6 l H H ~ M E A N )  I N  INCHES - T O  CONVER 
3T  TO METERS', MULTIPLY BY 2-54E-2. 1 
l C A L E  c/+24iPL', / 9 2HPL 9 L O X I  23HM( BAR)' 
41 FORMAT l2HPL,54HMqBAR) ON VERTICAL SCALE - HIMEAN) ON HORIZONTAL S 
IS D LMENS IONLESS,/ 9 2HPL+/ ,  2HPL i 
2 10Xm61HH(ME'4N) I N  INCHES - TO CONVERT TO METERSi MULTLPLY BY 2.54 
3E-2 1 
4 2  FORMAT ( 2 H P L 1 5 4 H F I B A R )  CN VERTICAL SC4LE - HIMEAN) ON HORIZONTAL S 
l C 4 L E c / , , 2 H P L , / , 2 H P L , 1 ~ ~ , 2 3 H F ( R A ~ )  I S  D L M E N S I O N L E S S , / i 2 H P L ; / , 2 H P L I  
2 lOXp6LHHlMEAYI  I N  INCHES - T O  CONVeRT TO METERS# MULTIPLY BY 2.54 
3E-2 1 
4 3  FORMAT (2HPL,.53HPOWER ON VERTICAL SCALE - HfMEANI ON HORI'ZONTAL SC 
IALE,/,2HPLi/+2HPL,lOX,6lHPOWER I N  HORSE POWER - TO CONVERT TO WATT 
25, MULTI.I'LY BY 7 4 5 . 7 , / , 2 H P L , / , 2 H P L , l ~ X , 6 1 H H ( M E A N ~  I N  INCHES - TO C 
30NVERT TO METERS, MULTIPLY BY 2.54E-2r/,2HPL,/,2HPL,SOHFOR SHEAR H 
46 FORMAT IZHPL+SOHP/P(NLN) ON VERTICAL S C A L E  - X OV HORIZONTAL S C A L E  
4EAT I N  RTU/MIN, MULTIPLY POWER R Y  4 7 - 4 2 ]  
l ~ , / , L H P L c / , 2 H P L , l O X , 2 5 H P / P ( M I N )  I S  D I M E N S I O N L E S S ~ / P ~ H P L ~ / ~ ~ H P L ~ ~ O X ,  
2 55HX I N  LUCttES - T O  CONVERT T O  METERS+ MULTIPLY BY 2.54E-21 
5 0  FORMAT (1HO,12HTILT  ANGLE = r F 8 - 4 b 9 H  R A D L ~ N S I / , L H O , ~ X I ~ H P ~ , N / H Z ~  
t ~ X , ~ H P L ~ N / M ~ , L O X I ~ H T , D E G  K , ~ O X ~ ~ ~ H V I S C O S I T Y I N - S / M ~ ~ ~ Q X ~  
2 16HMOLECULAR W E I G H T , ~ ~ X F ~ H C P / C V ~ / ~ ~ H  ~ G l 4 . 5 ~ G 1 7 . 5 ~ F 1 4 . O ~ G 2 4 ~ 5 ,  
3 G 2 6 . 5 , G Z ~ . 5 , / , l H 0 , 4 X , , 9 H R 2 , M E T E R S ~ 7 X , . 9 H R l , ~ E T E R S , 9 X ~ 8 H L , M E T E ~ S ~  
4 
5 17HNO OF SRI D PO I.NTS 9 / 9 1 H  ,G 14.5 #G17-.5 pG18-5  cG21-5  ( G 2 2 - 4 r  1.21 I / i 
6 lHOc6X ,.51tN VRPS lZX,5HVpM/S,9X 13HCPrJIKG-DEG K 9 
7 
R G 1 8 . 5 ~ . L ? 0 ~ 2 L 1 2 p ~ / ~ l H 0 ~ 1 7 H ~ E G I N  OUTPUT DATA./ , lHOi3X+ 
9 23HQAS COYSTAYT,J/KG-DEG K ~ L O X ~ l Z H R H O l l ~ s K G / ~ 3 c l O X ~  
X 
1 
1 3  X 9.9 HRIIO 9 K'G / M 3 v 1 2 X ., 1 4H R H 0 I R O  T 1 9 KG / M 3 1 OX 9 
1 6 X r 6 H  SKJI. P A V . 6  X 9 6H SK-I P K p 6X 9 6 HS K 1.P T , / r l  H t G 15 5 i G 17.5 9 
1BHA ( SUUYD 
8HL *METERS m15X 9 ?HARE& r M 2  
SPEED 1. ,M /S  ,/ 1H 9 GZO. 5 ,G31 5, $23- 51 / t LHOj 3x1 
L5X +9HSPEFO 9 RPS 15X p5HV i M/9 + / t 1 H  + (514 - 9  c 
7 3G23.53. 
5 1  FORMAT ( 1 H  r 4 X , 6 H N E T E R S , 5 X , 6 H K G / S E C , 5 X + 4 H S C M S , 6 X ; 5 H ( M ~ X ) , ' 2 5 X i  
1 6H~UMBER ,5X+7HNEWTONS,4X .4HKG/V,&X,6HMETERS) 
I 5 2  FDKMAT LLHO,L6HMEAN F-ILP,METERS,7X* l lHPOWERv.WATTS$8Xr 
1 l6HTOTAL H E A T , W A T T S r 6 X , 1 2 H D E L ( T ) j D ~ G  K,.8X,lOHTORQUE,{N-Hh 
5 3  FORMAT ( 1 H O p l l H M E A N  F I L P  ~ ~ G l 4 ~ 5 ~ 2 X ~ 6 H M E T E R S ~ / ~ l H O ~ 5 ~ ~ ~ H X ~ M E T E R S ~ ~  
1 4X , eHP/P (MLN)., 7X +6HP rN /M2 9 6 x 9  11HtJl AV).cM/SEC* 5X r7HMACH NO k 
5 4  FORMAT L lHO,.12A6) 
5 5  FORMAT (1H  , 3 X , 6 H I N C H E S ~ 6 X , 6 H L R / M 1 N ; 5 X r 4 H S C F M , 6 X , 5 H l M A X ) ~ a 5 X ~  
1 bH~CMD€R,8X,,ZHLB,6X*5HLB/IN,5X,6HINCHES) 
5 6  FORMAT I , l H + t  lU9Xq 3HBARv7X w3HBAR) 
5 7  FURMAT ( l H 1 1  
C 
E td D 





3 6 b  















































C PRESSURE FUNCTION 
C 
FUNC T I  ON PXESS ( X) 
COMMON/ I N TSR!L/P 19 P 2 p AL PHA c C  r R D  I F 9 HM', AK 
YY = x 
LF (ALPHA-VE.0.)  GO T C  100 
Y = P l * S Q R T ( l . - C * Y Y / R D I F )  
SO TO 101 
Y D I F  = YY/ '?D IF  
C 
100 A A  = HM-ALPHA*RDIF/Z. 
Q = P1**2*(1.-YDIF*C)+AK/ALPHA+( ( l . - Y D I F L / A A * * 2 - (  1. /1  
1 A L P H A * Y Y + A A ) * * 2 - Y D L F / ( A L P H A * R D I F + A A ) * * 2 ) )  
Y = SQRTIQ) 





C t X T E R N A L  FUNCTION FOR INTEGRAL ( P - P l )  O X  
C 
FUNC PI ON 
COMMON/INTGR'L/Pl  pPREF . A t 6  , C , D c E  
YY=Y 
PX = P R & S S ( Y Y ) - P R E F  
RETURN 
E N D  
PX ( Y.1, 
B I B F T C  FPXDX 
C EXTERNAL FUNCTION FOR INTEGRAL ( P - P l ) X D X  
FUNCTION P X X ( Y )  
COMMON/ LNTGRL/ P 1 p PKEF 7 A 9 R rC tD 9 E 
YY=Y 












































$11 B F T C  DER LV 
C LAGRANG6 N U M E R I C A L  D I F F E R E N T I A T I O N  OVER MAXIMUM O F  5 P O I N T S  
C 
S U B R  OUT LkE 
DIMENSICIN X X ( 5 0 ) ~ Y Y ~ 5 0 ) ~ I T A G ~ 5 O ~ ~ ~ ~ D Y ( 5 O ~ ~ X ~ 5 O ~ r Y ~ 5 O ~ ~ D Y ~ 5 O ~ ~ A ~ 5 ~ 5 ~  
STFNSS ( XX b Y Y + I  TAG? DDY t MAX 1 
C 
C E L I M . I N 4 T E  I 9 V b L I . D  P O I N T S  &NO ARRPlNGE V A L I D  POZNTS l.N A S C E N D I N G  
C ORDER. I F  THERE ARE L E S S  THAN 2 V A L I D  P O I N T S ,  NO D I F F E R E N T I A T I O N  
C L S  POSSIB lLE;  
C 
LOO M M  = 0 
I10 110 M=l ,MAX 
MM = MM+::'1 
X(MM): = X X ( M )  
Y(MM):  = Y Y I M ) ;  
LF I P M . G E - 2 )  GO TO 1 3 0  
I F  ( ITAGlM)' .NE.L))  GO TO 110 
1 10 CON T LNUE! 
DO 1 2 0  M r l r M A X  
RE TURN 
120 D D Y ( V )  5 0. 
130 C A L L  SORTXY('XIYTMM) 
C 
C S E T  UP M A T R I X  OF X D I F F E R E N C E S  FOR EACH P O I N T  X l K 1  
C 
200  N = MLNOLMMv-5) 
DEBUG' N r M M  
DEBUG ( X I M l r  Y ( M l r M = l r k ' M )  
DO 2 5 0  K k l r M M  
I S T  = M A X U I K f - Z r l ) .  
IST =i MLNO(MM-N+L.  ~ s r )  
I N  = I S T + N - 1  
DEBUG N t . I . S T r I N  
D O  2 1 1  I . I .= IST, IN 
I = L I - I S T + l  
J = J J - I S T + l  
DO 2 1 0  J J : = I S T r I N  
A ( I * J ) =. X I I I 1 - X  ( JJ') 
2 10 CLINT LNl lE  
2 1 1  CONTLNUE 
DEBUG ( A t L , J J ) r J J = l v N )  
C 
C FORM SUMS AND P90DUGTS FOR D E R I V A T I V E  FORMULA 
C 
220  s 1  = 0'. 
s 2  = 0. 
P2 = 1. 
DO 2 3 1  I . I = I S T , I N  
I F  ( 1 L . E Q . K )  GO TO 2 3 1  
I = L L - L S T + L  
P l  = X (  I L I - X I K )  
5 2  = S 2 - l . / P l  
P 2  = P Z * P l  
DO 2 3 0  J : J = l r N  
I F  I L.NE;JJ): P L = P l * A ( L r J J )  
DEBUG P l q Y l I I )  
230 C O q T L N U E  
! 5 1  = S l + Y 4  I L ) : / P 1  






























































i F  ( (N/2J*2;NE0k)  S 2 = - S 2  




DER I VAT I VE 
K Y  = S 2 * Y ( K ) + : P Z * S l  
D Y ( K ) .  =. KY 
250  CONTINUE 
L 
C PUT CALGULATED D E R I V A T I V E S  I N  ORDER T O  CORRESPOND TO INPUT X X  
C A R R B Y  
C 
300 DO 3 2 0  M = l , M A X  
DO 310 1.1=1vMM 
I F  (LTAG(M1;NE.O) GO TU 320 
LF 1 X X ( M I  . V F . X (  11.1 1 GO TO 3 1 0  
I F  t (N/2).*2.NB.N) GO TO 311  
D D Y L M )  = - D Y ( I . I )  
GO TO 3 2 0  
GO TO 320 
3 1 1  LYDY(M) i D Y I I I )  
310 C0;ITINUE 
3 2 0  CONTLNUE 




Z I B F T C  S M P S R l  
C 
C NUMERICAL INTEGRATION BY SIMPSONS R U L E  
C 
FUNC TLON 
D I M E N S I O N  V ~ 2 ~ O ~ ~ . H ~ 2 0 U ~ ~ A ~ 2 0 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O O ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 O O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O O ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 O O ~ ~ ~ € ~ 2 O ~ ~  
EQU I VALENCE 
T=3.OE-5 
V (  1 ) q X M I N  
I i  ( 1) i o .  5*(XM4X-XMI N )  
A (  l ) ? F U N C l ( X M L N )  
B ( l ) = F U N C L ( X M I N + W l l ) )  
P ( 1 )  =.H( 11*(  4 ( 1) +4. U*B( LI+’C ( 1) ) 
ANS’PI  1 )  




SI MPS 1 t X M  I N XPAX pFUNC 1 t KER 1 
( E T NE0 9 4 T E S T  eNTEST t 
C( 1) i F U N C l (  X M A X )  
E ( 1 ) i P I l )  
K = Y  
3 DO 7 L i l 9 K  
4 1.F I N T E S T - I A B S I N E I I ) ) )  5 1 5 ~ 7  
5 N = N + l  
V ( N ) 5 V ( I ) + H t I )  
A ( Y ) T B ( I )  
H ( N ) i 0 . 5 * H (  11, 
509 
510  



















5 30  






























5 6 1  
562 
42 
S I B F T C  RRANG 
C 
C S U B R O U T I N E  TO 4 R R A N G E  ARRAYS TO BE P L O T T E D  
C 
S U B R O U T I N E  ARRNG ( X ~ Y ~ X P T Y P P N , ~ ) ;  
D I M E N S I O N  X I 2 5 1  P . Y ( Z 5 )  c X P ( 2 5 )  ~ Y P 1 2 5 1  
I. = 1 
DO 100 J = l , N  
I F  (X(JL:LT;O. )  GO T O  100 
K P ( 1 ) .  i Y t J 1  
Y P ( I I :  = X ( J ) :  
I = L + 1  
I = 1-1 
C A L L  S O R T X Y  ( X P T Y P  9 1.1 
1.1 = L/2 
DO 101 J = l 9 L I  
I J  = L-J+T 
T = Y P (  J4 
Y P (  J ); =. Y-P( LJI 
Y P I I J )  9 7 
T = X P ( J )  
X P ( J ) .  = X P ( 1 . J )  
X ? ( I J )  = T 
101 C O N T L N U E  
R E T U R N  
END 

























































An example of the use of the computer program is given with the following condi- 
tions: Air, internally pressurized at 65 psia, is to be  sealed from ambient air at 15 psia. 
The mean temperature is 100' F. The sealing dam outside diameter is 6.630 inches, 
inside diameter is 6.530 inches, and the design speed is 1398 rpm. Mean film thick- 
nesses  of 0.1 to 1.0 mi l  a r e  to be investigated in increments of 0. 1 mil for  parallel 
surfaces and a positive and negative tilt angle of 1.0 milliradian. Thus, 
._ - .______ _ _  - 
Pressure at inner radius o r  inlet, P1, psia 
Pressure at outer radius o r  outlet, Pa, psia 
Temperature, T, OF 
Inner radius, R1, in. 
Outer radius, R2, in. 
Mean film thickness in increments of 0. 1 mil, 
Relative inclination angle of sealing dam surfaces, rad 
Design speed, rpm 
Molecular weight of gas, m, Ibm/lb-mole 
Absolute o r  dynamic viscosity, p ,  lb-sec/ft 
Specific heat at constant pressure, Cp, Btu/(lb)('R) 
Specific heat ratio, C /C  
m, mils 
2 






0.1 to 1.0 
1398 
28.966 
3 . 9 6 ~ 1 0 - ~  
0.24 
1.4 
0 ,  *I. O X ~ O - ~  
The data sheet fo r  this sample problem is shown in table III. The sample output with 
all possible output options is shown in both English units and International System of 
Units. Note that the analysis is not valid f o r  a mean film thickness of 0.4 mil  and larger. 
The Mach number has exceeded 1/ fi = 0.845. The execution time for this problem is 
about 0.39 minute on the Lewis computer. 
44 
TABLEIII. -DATAFORSAMPLEPROBLEM 
TITLE I PROJECTNUHBER 1 M A L I S T  I 
I 2 3 L 5 6 7 8 9 IO I1 12 I> I& 15 I6 11 18 I9 20 21 22 23 21, 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 3L 35 36,3138 39 LO LI L2 '3 Lh L5 bb L l  L8*9  50 SI 52 5S 54 55 56 51 58 59 b 0  61 62 6JbL 65 66 67 08 69 70 71 72 73 11 15 76 77 78 79 81 
0. O10,O,8 , , , , 0,.i0,0,0.7 : i i i ,Q.,O,ODIS , : :  : 01.,Q,0,0,5 : : I : : -cH 0..D.0,10 , , , , , 0.. ,o 0.0.9 __i_tl
0;. ,0,0.0,2 : : , : : P 10:.!0:0:045: I I : 0. , ,0,0,0,4   , , : :  , ~ - 0,.,0.0,0,35,  , , , 0,..0,0,0,3 , , , , , 0,. ,0,0.0.2 5, . , , , 
I - . q : . :  : : : . :  ' : : &  t ' l l l C  : : I : :  : : i  i :  : t i : :  ' : ; : :  , i i : i  : : : : :  : : : : :  : : : : i : i  
- t C C - - C C C C + t t + + - C H - +  t + t f - - H & - i  ! : ! : : : + + + t t - - c 4 : : .  : : : : :  : : . : :  : : : : :  : : : : : : :  
L 1 1NLI i tb  
LU.0UdJ 
M t A l Y  t I L M  
INLHlrS 
c. lbOt-02 
c .9u0t- u5 
c. L10Ot-Uj 
L. 7Cllt-  ti3 
C.600E-03 
C.500t- ti 5 




c. ZbtJt- L3  
c. i U U t - U  3 
C..150t-b3 
c. Illi)E-d3 
u. I b U  
0. Ad> 
u.bU5E-Cl 
0.3 1ut- c1  
0. 1 3 1 t - U l  
J. 5 t i 7 t -  cz 
MtAN 6 I L M i i N L H c S  
C.10Ot-02 
C -300 E- 03 
c .80uE-03 
c .7out-05 
C. 6OtJt- 03 
G.5UOt-U3 
c .45UE- 0 3 
L.40UE-03 
c.320t i -05  
C.30UE-tij 
0. ZStJt- tJ3 
C.ZliUt-tJ3 
G. 1 5 0 t - u j  





0.1 7 I  
0.5u tt -01 







T , i ) t t i  t V IS 605 I T Y  ,L 8-SEC/FT2 
1Ud. 0.39600E-U6 
HtiU i L  8-5 EC2/ FT4 
0.930Ui) E-02 
i t ' ,dTU/LB-JtG K SKIP A 
u .24i)33 T 
SPEtU,KPM 
1333.21 
M A  Lti K t I P )  t l t I K 1  
( M A X )  
0.711 275.048 17.677 
0.522 171.94Y 15.152 
0.303 Y9.5d7 12.626 
U . L 3 2  50.Y4ti 10.101 
0.131 21.494 7.576 



























RHO1 KU T )  ,Lb-SEC2/F T4 
0.60000E-02 
SKIP K SKIP T 
F F 
F STIFF 
L B  L B / I N  
ANALYSIS NUT VALID 
ANALYSIS NUT VALID 
ANALYSIS NOT VALID 
ANALYSIS NOT VALID 
ANALYSIS NOT VAL13 
ANALYSIS NUT VAL13 
ANALYSIS N3T VALID 
ANALYSIS NOT VALID 






(TJpDEG F TORQUE, FT-LE 
ANALYSIS NOT VAL13 
ANALYSIS NOT VALID 
ANALYSIS N O T  VAL11 
ANALYSIS NUT V A L 1 1  
ANALYSIS NOT VALID 
ANALYSIS NOT VALID 
ANALYSIS NOT VAL13 
ANALYSIS NOT VALID 
0.67 150E- 02 
0.78342E-02 
0.940 IOE-02 





























Punt& ON VtKTICAL S C A L t  - rl lr lEAhJ UN HU&lLUhTAL s C A L ~ :  
pcHE& ifr HUASL P L ) ~ ~ K  - ru  L ~ h ' v ~ i d T  TU W A T I ~ ,  MULTIPLY BY 743.7 
~iL~*l tdNl  I N  IhCrl tS  - 10 LUkVWT TU r4tTtASs MULTIPLY tlY 2 .54k-2  
FUk S H t A K  H t A r  I I Y  b,TU/MIN, r l U L l I P L Y  PCvltri t3Y 4 2 . 4 2  
Q, 
L U d P K t b b I d L t  StALIIVb L I A M  w l  i d  >MALL T l L r  AhbL t  
5AMPLt l‘dC6LtM 
r i L T  A I ’ J ~ L L  = 0. &Ad1 A N  5 
P L ,  I d / M  L P I . I U / M ~  T . O c G  K V I > C O h I T Y p N - S / M Z  MOLECULAR WEIGi-lT C P / C V  
U . l U 3 4 L t  cb 0.44aloc uo 3 1 1 .  0.18961E-04 28.9660 1.40000 
K L t i l t l t A S  K 1 sPlt Tk A 5  L t t . l t T t K 5  KhDtKG/M3 K H O l K U T l  ,KG/M3 NO OF G R I O  P O I N T S  
U . 8 4 2 0 1 t - L I  u .  d 2  93 I t  -d1 U.5d8U0 4.80998 3.10 322 11 
NtAP., 
(1 
S L I P  A S K I P  R S K I P  T 
T F F 
L , M E 1  t K a  
u .50800 
M t A N  F I L i l  
M t T t K b  
0. L54 t -  U4 
U.LLYt-u’t  
u. 2 0 3 t - 0 4  
0 .176 t -04  
0.15LE-04 
U.117E-04 




O. t35t -U5 
u .5c t l t -u>  
C. 3 8 l t - U 5  
( i . 254 t -05  
0 .  ALot- LL 
U.791E-03 
0 .458 t -  c3 
0. L 3 4 t - 0 3  
u . Y t lY  E- 64 
0 .  L c l j t -  0 4  
A K t A  pML 
U. 6 o o 8 3 k - 0 3  
u. l u 3 t - 0 2  
0.646t-U3 
0.3 7 4 t - 0 3  
d. l Y l t - 0 3  
0 . 0 0 7 t - u 4  
0.23 y t - ( r4  
MEAN FILM,Mt liKs PUwt K ,  wA T T S  
(1. L 5 4 b  04 
0 .  LLY E-04 
0 ~ 0 3 k -  U4 
C. 17dE-34 
0 . 1 5 L E -  G4 
O . l L 7 t - 0 4  
0 .114 t -d4  
0 IULt- U4 
L. 88Yt -05  
0 7bZE-  0 5  
U. 6 35 E- 0 5 
0.5m t- J5 
U - 3 8  1E- 05  
0.254E- d> 
J. 21 141) 
0.24ob4 
0.29 5 9  7 
0.36996 
t i .49328 
0.73 9’4 I 
S P t E D t  K P S  
23.2202 
U.7 AI 273.048 17 .677  
0.522 171.9+9 15.152 
0 . 3 6 3  99.507 12.626 
u.232 50.948 10.101 
0.151 L1.494 7.576 
0.038 6 . 3 6 8  5.051 






0 -7407  1 
353.591 










F sr I F F  XC 
NELJTONS KG/M HE TE R S  
A N A L Y S I S  NOT V A L I D  
A N A L Y S I S  NOT V A L 1 3  
A N A L Y S I S  N O T  V A L I J  
A N A L Y S I S  NOT V A L 1 3  
A N A L Y S I S  NOT V A L I D  
A N A L Y S I S  N i l 1  V A L I D  
A N A L Y S I S  N U T  V A L I D  
A N A L Y S I S  NOT V A L I D  
134.373 -0  0.431E-03 
134.373 0 0.431E-03 
134.373 0 0.431E-03 
134.373 0 0.431E-03 
0.431E-03 134.373 0 
134.373 0 0.431E-03 
G E L l T l t D E G  K TORQUE ,N-H 
A N A L Y S I S  NOT V A L 1 0  
A N A L Y S I S  N U T  V A L I D  
A N A L Y S I S  NOT V A L I J  
A N A L Y S I S  N U T  V A L I D  
AEJALYSlS NOT V A L I D  
A N A L Y S I S  NOT V A L 1 0  
A N A L Y S I S  NUT V I L I J  
A N A L Y S I S  NOT V A L I D  
0.16756 C. 91  043E-02 
0.31043 0.10622E-01 
0.64 37 0 0 .1274 fE-01  
1.57154 0.15933E-01 
4.96 685 0.21243E-01 











L U M t J K t b b l a L t  b t A L 1 N b  UAM W I T H  > M A L L  T I L 1  A L L t  
L t I N L H t >  
2U.6711 
M t A l U  k I L M  
I r v C h i J  
c. 1I)UE-UL 




c. 5 C U t - U j  
C.45uE- d3 
C.4CUE-03 
u .35,OE- u3 
C.3CUE-05 
C. ~50t- U3 




L a / M l N  
u. 180 
0.113 
U. c55c- C I  
0.335€-tJA 
0 . 1 4 L E - 0 1  
U.419t-152 
MEAN FILM, i o \ w E i  
0. 1 O U t - O L  
c .900E- u 3 
L.80Ut-03 
C. 700E-0 3 
C.6CUE-03 
u.500t- 03 
c .450E- u 3 
c. 40UE-U3 
c. 35UE-03 
0.30llt- u 5 
L. 25ur- u5 
c. ZOO€- 03 
C. 150E-03 
c. 1 0 0 t - u j  
cp 
W 




L. 3 2 L  
1.461 




P U k  K ,  H. P m  
T , D t G  F 
lU0. 
L , I  rvLnt5  
U 
L P , 8 l U / L f i - O t G  H 
U . L 4 0 0 O  
K H U I l J  , L t k S t C L / F T 4  
u.97371t-02 
5 PEE 0, HPM 
lJYU.00 
V I S  CO5 I T Y  s L B-SEC/ F T  2 
0.35600 E-06 
&tiU q L b-SECL/F T 4  
M O L E C U L A R  W E I G H T  
28.9660 
HHOIHO T I  , L B - S E C Z  /F T 4  
0 0 
S K I P  A S K I P  K S K I P  T 
F F F 
MALH K E L P )  K E I R J  
1 MAX) 
A L S O U N U  S P E E O l p  F T / S E C  
1163.08 
V I  F T /  S E C  
40.1375 
0.111 L r 5 . 0 4 8  L0.86Y 
u.522 171.949 17.305 
0 . 3 6 3  59.5U7 14.921 
0.232 50.Y48 11.937 
0.131 21.494 8.953 
0.050 b.568 5.968 
W E A K  H t A T  , 8 T U / M  I N  








F S T I F F  
L B  L 8 / I N  
A N A L Y S I S  N O T  V A L I D  
A N A L Y S I S  N O T  V A L I D  
A N A L Y S I S  N O T  V A L I O  
A N A L Y S I S  N O T  V A L I D  
A N A L Y S I S  N U T  V A L I S  
A N A L Y S I S  N O T  V A L I D  
A N A L Y S I S  N O T  V A L I D  
A N A L Y S I S  N O T  V A L I D  






D E L L T ) s O E G  F TO RU U E 9 F T - L  8 
A N A L Y S I S  N O T  V A L I D  
A N A L Y S I S  N O T  V A L 1 3  
A N A L Y S I S  N O T  V A L 1 1  
A N A L Y S l S  N O T  V A L I D  
A N A L Y S I S  N O T  V A L I D  
A I U A L Y S I S  N U T  V A L I D  
A N A L Y S I S  N O T  V A L 1 1  





33 3 ULh- 153 
35Yo3E -r)3 
0.12 1U9E-0  1 15.2806 3 
0.51990 U .14 127 t-0 1 
0.16932E-U 1 1.07 80 7 
0 . 4 9 9 5 4 E - 0 5  0.21 1 Y  u t-0 1 2 . 6 3 2 0 0  
0. 6060%-03 0.2d234E-I) 1 8.31 843 






0.23 58 3E-01 
XC 







G P / C V  
1 . 4 3 8 3 0  
NO O F  G R I D  POINTS 
11 
XC F 
B A R  B A R  
0 .339  0.504 
0.339 0.604 
0.339 0. bo4 
0.339 0 . 6 3 4  
0.339 0.534 
0 .339  0 . b 3 4  
u1 
0 
x ,  1hLHth 
3 
L.5UL)t- c 2  
c. luLJt-CI 
0 . 1 3 ~ ~ -  L I 
u.  2u3t- c 1 
l 4 .25ut -  c 1 
0.3 LJuc- L I 
L . 3 > 3 t - L 1  
L.4UiJc-CI 
u. ’ t5Jc-c l  
u . 3 U U t - c l  
iJ / P  I M I  N I  




3 . 4 1 3 ~ 5  
3 . 1 4 4 t b  
2.64UdU 
2 .  > I O 0 1  
2 .  1 3 4 3  7 
I.UbbO7 










L>. d 0 U U  
15.SudU 
01. U 4 O O  
P I  P h i  











0. I5uE- C l  
U.LDJE-C1 
C ; . i > U t -  L I  
t i . 3 lJd t -  c 1 
O.35Ut-Ll 
0.4uOt-CI 
0.43OE- L I 
O.5uUt- c I 
3 .  bb667  





l . O b b b 1  
1.U0OUU 
P 1 P S i  
65.  U0 Ud 










U L A V )  v F T / S k C  
19J .Ab> 
2 1 1 . 6 3 2  
224.9 7 7  
241.511 
Lb2.323 
2 6 9  .b 4 I 
327.783 
~ U D  .4 90 
LUu.371 
494 .Y 4 9  
U2r.915 
J ( A V )  , F T / i E C  
Y7.1251 
1I)i .3 7 7  
1U7.673 
114.784 
: 2 3  .L23 
133.&38 
1 4  T .  779 
167.LjS  
197.189 











0 - 3 3 3  16 
0 -42665 
U .  71 1 0 9  
M A C H  NU 
3.12056 













0 . Y 29 8 8 E- 0 1 








M t A i v  I - iLr l  = U.2dUt-L3 I N ~ i l t h  
x t  I I X L H C S  
0 
L.5Uut-LL 
L. 1bJuc- L 1 
0 . I S J t - C 1  
U. 2dLlc- L 1  
L.L>ut-CI 
o . ~ u u c - c l  
U.52Ut-Cl 
L.4l)ut- C l  
O.42Ut- L A  
u . 5 u u t - L l  
X, I iULHtb 
0 
ti.2uut- LL 
u. l ou t -  L I  
L.  i j u t - c i  
l r . LUUt -CL  
U .22J t -L I  
O.5udt-Cl 
~ . 3 5 d t - L 1  
u.4uut- L l  
0.42.ut- C I  
u. i w t -  L I 
P / t ' ( M I i d )  







L - 2 l O b l  
L.15451 
1. bboo7  
1.~LOd0 
A,  I I ~ L H C  5 
0 
0.2UOt- Li 
0.1uut- C l  
0.13uc-Cl 
L ; * L d U E - L l  
L.25iJt- (1 
0. h u t - C  I 
0.4uot- c 1 
u.42.tit- c 1  
0.30U)t-Ll 
b.3JUC- c l  





4 7. I D 9 9  
4 L .  7ZUO 
37. I 4 9 L  
j L . u l > o  
2 5 . U U U O  
1S.ddd0 
51.2348 






47. 1b99  
4L. 7L dU 
57.  1492 
3 L . d l 5 o  
25.dUUU 
I 3 . U U C ) U  
r 1 P 5 1  
o1.64oo 










M A C H  lul l  
0.53583E-01 
3 -563156-01 
u .595 1ZE-01 
0.63325E-0,l 
0.679 79 E-01 
0.73837E-01 
U.81528E-01 




I J ~ A V )  , F T / S E L  M A C H  NO 
34.9550 0.30 140E-01 
36.7478 0.3 16 77E-0 1 
3tl. 8344  0.33476601 
41.5223 0 -35620E-01 
44.35Y 1 0.3k323BE-01 




YU.9391 0.78365 E-0 1 
151.>15 0.13061 
U ( A V )  ler /s 
I5.5+0J 










E C  M A C H  NO 
0.13396E-01 
U -140  79 E-01 
U. 14878E-01 
0.15831E-01 




















P / P I M l l \ ,  Uiu VEfiTICAL SCALE - X ON HUKIZUNJAL SCACt 
P / P t M I N )  IS DIMtNSIUNLES5 
X IN INCHES - TO CbNVEhT TO METtKS, MULTIPLY BY 2.54E-2 
l I L T  AIUGLE 
r,L)tb K 
311.  
L, AE TE HS 
U 
L P t J / K G - d t G  K 
ldds. 7d 
0.21186 





U 1 b i CIS I T  Y , N -S / M 2 
0.18961E-d4 
k H U t  K b/M3 
0 
S K I P  A 
F 
L t M t  I tt4S 
I, .5L>Llu 
MEAN f ~ L P \  
M t T  t i i b  
b. i 5 4 E -  0 4  
C. 22YE-U4 
C.205E-04 
Ir . 1 7 d t - d 4  
0.152E- 6 4  
L . l L 7 k - 0 4  
C. Al‘+t-u4 
0 .  l O L t - J 4  
0 -689 t - 0 3  
G.762t-02 
U. C 3 5 k - 0 5  
0 .2LdE- 05 
c . 3 8  It- 03 
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